A Cabot Technical Paper:
CI Plus
This paper discusses what CI and CI Plus are, the reasons behind their creation
and the implications for end-users, suppliers and customers. It then reflects on
how Cabot set about developing, testing and completing its CI Plus
implementation (Keystone) even before the hardware was available.

What are CI and CI Plus?
DVB Common Interface (CI) is a specification1 that was published in 1997 to
allow different devices to interoperate using a well defined protocol.
A content provider could sell a customer a hardware module (known as a CAM)
that would plug into their television or set top box (Host), allowing them access
to premium content. As long as both the CAM and Host conformed to the CI
specification they would work together (Figure 1).

Figure 1: CI Host and CAM
This common standard benefited customers and content providers by ensuring
that all devices would work together, preventing one manufacturer or provider
from dominating. The CAMs provided basic user authentication with a smart card
and/or pin meaning that only legitimate customers could decrypt the premium
content.
CI was perfectly adequate when it was introduced, but worldwide surrounding
media has changed dramatically since then. The Internet has opened new
opportunities for content providers but has also brought with it new problems.
The availability of high speed internet connections and the ease with which data
can be shared online has caused a lot of headaches in both the video and music
industry. Protecting the ownership of content has never been more important.
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Consequently, CI no longer provides the protection required by today's content
providers. As a result, in summer 2007 a number of consumer electronics
manufacturers2 created the CI+ Forum. Their goal was to extend the existing CI
standard to provide greater security and richer functionality in order to meet the
demands of both content providers and end users.
The first CI+ specification (v1.00) was published in January 2008 and then in
November 2008 the CI+ Forum was disbanded and the CI Plus Limited Liability
Partnership (CI Plus LLP) was formed. In early 2009 the LLP released the CI Plus
1.1 specification and shortly after 1.2.

Content Protection
Hundreds of millions of pounds is invested in creating high quality content every
year and the potential loss of revenue if that content is not protected from
copying can be enormous. With the availability and distribution of High Definition
material expanding at an impressive rate the need to protect that content has
become increasingly important.
The original CI system suffered a fatal flaw in that content that was decrypted by
the CAM was sent unencrypted over the PCMCIA interface. This meant that
anyone with the inclination could eavesdrop the decrypted data, either for
personal use, or potentially to be uploaded to the internet and shared online or
sold without any copy protection.
CI Plus addresses this problem in two ways, firstly by ensuring that content is not
sent decrypted across the PCMCIA interface and secondly by making sure that
both the Host and the CAM are authenticated. The authentication system uses a
certificate hierarchy ensuring that only Hosts and CAMs that have been issued
certificates from the official CI Plus LLP will pass authentication.
The protection of content over the PCMCIA interface is handled by using a diffiehellman key exchange. The CAM and Host generate a private key to be used to
encrypt data traversing the venerable PCMCIA bus. The very nature of the diffiehellman exchange prevents a third party from obtaining the private key required
to decrypt the content. The key used for encryption is also cycled frequently,
meaning that, even if it was compromised, the amount of content that could be
decrypted would be negligible (a few seconds).
CI Plus also offers content providers more control over how their content is used.
It has a concept of Usage Rights Information (URI) that allows a provider to
enforce how a host outputs protected content. For example, HD video can be
restricted to only being played out over HDMI with HDCP enabled or down-scaled
when displayed over an analogue connection. A provider can specify the duration
that content can be stored on a host and how many copies are allowed to be
produced. There is also support for revocation lists, both of CI Plus hardware and
HDCP compatible devices, ensuring compromised equipment can be prevented
from accessing protected content.

User Experience
The original CI specification provides a functional but very limited user experience
consisting exclusively of a pure text based menu and a data entry prompt (Figure
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2). The CAM/content provider could only edit the text in these user interface
elements, everything else is decided by the host implementer, this meant that
the interface would look different depending on the host and it made it difficult to
differentiate one CAM from another.

Figure 2: Traditional CI Menu
CI Plus offers a rich user experience by allowing MHEG applications to be
downloaded and run directly from a CAM. This lets a CAM manufacturer or
content provider display complex user interface elements at arbitrary positions
such as text, buttons, images and vectors. Since the entire interface is provided
by the CAM it will appear the same across all hosts.
More important than this, it allows content providers to brand their user
experience (for example with logos) and differentiate them from other providers.
It also allows users to benefit from a high quality dynamic user interface that is
tailored to the content/CAM provider's offering.
An example of what can be achieved using the CI Plus MHEG applications can be
seen in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Example CI Plus MHEG Application

Implementing CI Plus
How do you develop a product to one half of a specification when you don't have
an implementation of the other half? When CI Plus was first announced Cabot
realised that the CAM manufactures would not have hardware available for testing
for at least a year. As a result, Cabot decided to write a CI Plus CAM emulator.
This would serve two main purposes, firstly to allow us to start implementing CI
Plus support in our host stack and secondly to allow automated testing of both CI
and CI Plus functionality even after completing the work.
With these requirements in mind it was decided that the emulator be written in
the Python programming language. This would allow us to integrate it with our
automated test suite (Robotester), allowing both new and old CI functionality to
be tested automatically. This autonomous testing ensures that any bugs caused
by changes to our CI Plus implementation are flagged up and can be rectified
quickly.
At first the emulator connected to Cabot’s Observatory system (running on
Windows) via a TCP/IP socket connection. This took the place of the PCMCIA
interface that the real CAM uses. The socket implementation was handled at a
low level (ICE Layer) which meant that the CI Plus stack wouldn't know the
difference between data being sent and received over PCMCIA or TCP/IP (Figure
4). This decision was taken to ensure that as much of the real system is
exercised by the Python emulator as possible.

Figure 4: CI Plus Connectivity
The emulator was written by a separate team of engineers to those working on
the host implementation. This ensured that any discrepancies due to
interpretation of the specification could be identified early on and resolved either
internally or with the CI+ Forum/LLP. This was especially important with regard
to the cryptographic algorithms and processing of certificate data where even the
slightest difference would cause a failure.
During development it became clear that a way of analysing the CI Plus packets
being exchanged with the Python emulator was required. Since the
communication was handled over a TCP/IP connection it was decided that a
Wireshark3 plug-in could provide the required functionality. Wireshark is an
extensible open source network traffic analysis tool which provided the
microscope required to analyse the CI Plus protocol either in real-time or postmortem. It also provided another independent implementation of the CI Plus
specification; the plug-in comprehensively understands both CI and CI Plus (
Figure 5), flagging any corruption or malformed packets.
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Figure 5: Wireshark analysing CI Plus protocol
The emulator exercises CI Plus as well as regular CI functionality. For the MMI
Cabot's MHEG test and design team wrote a number of CI Plus Profile MHEG
applications, these test the extended functionality such as data pipes and
downloadable fonts (
Figure 6). These MHEG applications are integrated into the Python emulator for
automated testing and verification.
As the CI Plus solution matured, development moved onto a CI Plus capable
hardware platform. At this time the Python emulator was modified to allow
communication over a serial connection (again, replacing the PCMCIA layer). This
allowed testing of all the functionality that had been implemented under Windows
directly on the hardware platform. All this was taking place before the CAM
manufacturers had even announced the availability of testing kits.

Figure 6: CI MHEG application demonstrating downloadable fonts.
Once Cabot obtained and began testing with the real hardware, it quickly became
apparent that the emulator had proved to be a real success story. Within a
matter of weeks and a few clarification e-mails later, Cabot's CI Plus
implementation was fully working with real CI Plus CAMs!

Conclusion
Cabot’s CI Plus stack (Keystone) has now been successfully tested against both
Neotion and SmarDTV CI Plus CAMs, two of the founding members of the CI Plus
LLP. The stack has also been independently verified using the Python emulator
and has been tested to be backwards compatible with existing CI CAMs.
Keystone is available as an integrated part of Cabot’s Aurora product and also as
a standalone component that can be integrated into a third party receiver stack
via a set of APIs called INCA.
If you would like any further information regarding the topic covered in this
paper, please contact info@cabot.co.uk

